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v.fx connect 3.4 for 24-bit/96-khz multichannel audio digitizers that can digitize the sound from as many as eight outboard analog inputs (e.g., audio/video, etc.) using
one microphone and multiple analog inputs. d7b ultra digital the pc700u is a professional telemetry recorder for up to 12 channels. thanks to advanced technology, the
pc700u can be connected to a maximum of 24 analog inputs and its oversize 12.1-inch lcd touch panel makes data analysis easy and intuitive. d7b ultra digital the d7b
ultra digital is a professional telemetry recorder for a maximum of 20 channels, a 4-to-6-mm range in the lower frequency range, and a 12.1-inch touch screen. thanks to
advanced technology, the recorder can be connected to a maximum of 24 analog inputs and its oversize 12.1-inch lcd touch panel makes data analysis easy and
intuitive. the fs1 (fieldstation 1) is a rugged mobile computer for law enforcement and intelligence investigations to support critical incident and high-threat events,
traffic accidents, crime scenes, search and rescue, and evidence control. the fs1 is designed to provide the user with tools and features to collect, analyze, and manage
data in real time, using advanced technology. what makes the fs1 unique is the user interface (ui) allowing users to quickly and efficiently access data and analysis tools
to provide a secure means to perform investigations. fs1 case the fs1 case was designed to be a portable, rugged device for mobile field use by law enforcement. this
rugged handheld, by design, provides the user with a lightweight, ergonomically-designed, secure tool for collecting, analyzing, and managing data, and includes a
large, high quality display.
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in this course, students will be exposed to image analysis applications. the course will provide students with an overview of the basic concepts of digital image analysis
and will teach students how to use these concepts for image enhancement, segmentation, and motion tracking. students will be able to examine some of the many tools
available on amped five to aid in their investigations. this class will provide students with the basic workflow and applications needed to work with images from the field.

students will learn about the basics of image analysis including: basic concepts, source acquisition, demosaicing, enhancement, segmentation, stitching and the basic
workflow from field to lab. students will work with some of the tools available in amped five and will learn the basics of the nalu software. the goal of this class is to

introduce students to basic concepts of image analysis and how to use the tools available in amped five to perform basic tasks. students will learn how to use amped
five to perform basic image analysis tasks including: basic image concepts, source acquisition, demosaicing, enhancement, segmentation, and stitching. this course is

designed to teach students how to use amped five and the nalu software to perform basic image analysis tasks. students will learn how to perform basic image analysis
tasks including: basic concepts, source acquisition, demosaicing, enhancement, segmentation, stitching, and the basics of the nalu software. the course will cover the
following topics: pre-course preparation introduction to amped five. introduction to the new tools. introduction to the case management interface. case management
interface. filter configuration. basic image processing and normalisation of video. basic image processing and normalisation of images. image completion. image blur

correction. image stabilization. image enhancements. target recognition. vista compatibility issues. exercises using amped five. 5ec8ef588b
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